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Jobs, jobs, jobs! This is the mantra in Washington these days—and, with 
unemployment over eight percent, rightly so.1 But, while it makes sense 
for policymakers to look to new industries such as clean energy to power 
job creation, they often overlook the key role that information technology 
(IT) has played and will continue to play in job creation throughout all 
industries. In fact, over the last decade, IT employment in the United 
States grew rapidly. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, between 
2001 and 2011, over 565,000 new IT jobs were created, an increase of 
22.2 percent. Indeed, employment in IT occupations in all industries 
grew more than 95 times faster than employment as a whole, which grew 
by only 0.2 percent.2 (Figure 1) And because of the growth in these high-
paying jobs, GDP is over $89 billion larger in 2011 than it was in 2001.3 

 
Figure 1: Growth in IT Occupation Employment vs. Employment in All Occupations, 2001-20114 
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stagnant.5 (Figure 2) Even through the recession, the growth of these IT jobs has helped a 
growing number of families enjoy greater financial security. In 2011, IT workers earned 
$78,584 a year, 74 percent more than the average worker ($45,230). (Figure 3)6 

 
Figure 2: Growth in IT Occupation Employment vs. Employment in All Occupations Through the 
Great Recession and Subsequent Years, 2007-20117 

 
Figure 3: Average Annual Earnings, 20118 

This positive reality is at odds with the view of many pundits who argue that, since the 
bursting of the dot-com bubble in 2000 and the rise of offshoring, the IT jobs engine is 
sputtering. As Harvard Business School’s Nicolas Carr put it in 2003, “As for information 
technology-spurred industry transformation, most of the ones that are going to happen 
have likely already happened or are in the process of happening.”9 In other words, while IT 
might have been a jobs engine in the 1990s, its time has now passed. Meanwhile, other 
pundits point to the ever-increasing number of IT jobs moving offshore to lower-cost 
countries such as India and Eastern Europe.10 This is a story often repeated in the press: 
“company X has recently moved Y number of IT jobs to country Z.” 
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There are two reasons why pessimists have gotten it wrong when it comes to IT offshoring. 
First, even though some IT jobs are moving offshore, many of those jobs involve routinized 
tasks that can utilize lower-skill labor. While computer programming jobs declined by 
approximately 180,000 jobs over the last decade—presumably much of it to due to 
offshoring—programming jobs in fact occupy the lower-value end of software 
production.11 The higher-value end, occupied by software developers who design the 
underlying systems behind the software, requires higher-skill labor, and thus is harder to 
move to low-wage nations. Indeed, software developer jobs paid 22 percent more than the 
average IT job, 26 percent more than computer programmers, and grew by over 300,000 
during this period, offsetting the loss by 120,000 additional jobs.12 (Figures 4 and 5) 
Likewise, another high-skill occupation, computer systems analysts,13 pays 8 percent more 
than computer programming and grew by approximately 39,000 over the period.14 Second, 
for many kinds of IT jobs it is more valuable to have workers to be onsite or nearby. These 
jobs cannot be offshored, and thus network administrators and computer support 
specialists added roughly 114,000 and 139,000 jobs respectively over the last decade.15  

 
Figure 4: Approximate Percentage Change in Selected IT Occupation Jobs, 2001-201116 

 

Figure 5: Approximate Level Change in Selected IT Occupation Jobs, 2001-201117 
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As we look to the future we can expect more—not less—potential for IT job growth, 
because the U.S. economy is growing ever more dependent on IT for innovation, 
productivity growth, and quality of life improvements. For example, while business 
investment in all forms of capital increased by only 13 percent between 2001 and 2011, 
investment in IT capital increased by 66 percent, over five times faster.18 (Figure 6) And, in 
contrast to Nick Carr’s pessimistic prognosis, IT innovation has continued at a rapid pace, 
powered by significant price declines and rapid performance improvements. New 
innovations are occurring regularly, from the expansion of high-speed broadband and 
cloud computing, to social networking technology and new kinds of mobile devices and 
apps. And we see more and more breakthrough innovations every year, as evidenced by 
examples such as the recent releases of Microsoft’s Kinect gesture-input device and Apple’s 
Siri natural-language processing technology. Indeed, a large portion of the fastest growing 
companies are IT-related. In the “2011 Inc. 5000” rankings of the 5000 fastest growing 
companies in the United States, over 1,140 are in the IT industry, with a three-year average 
growth rate of 302 percent and revenues totaling nearly 54 billion in 2011 alone.19 In 
Deloitte’s “2011 Technology Fast 500 Ranking,” a ranking of the fastest growing high-
technology firms in the United States, 330 of the 500 companies are in the IT industry.20 
And an even greater number of these fast-growing companies—companies outside of the 
IT industry—employ IT workers. With the advent and expansion of new IT systems such 
as health IT, smart grids, intelligent transportation, the continued expansion of broadband, 
and the growth of e-commerce and e-government, the importance of IT jobs to the U.S. 
economy will only grow. 

 
Figure 6: Percentage Change in Industry Fixed Investment by Type, 2001-201121 

Nevertheless, it would be a mistake for policymakers to think that simply because IT has 
been a jobs engine in the past, it will effortlessly continue to drive job growth in the future. 
Rather, in order to sustain the growth in IT jobs, policymakers must actively address both 
the supply side and demand side of the IT market.  
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expand, too few students are learning IT. For example, so few students were taking the 
second-level advanced placement (AP) computer science exam that the College Board 
(which administers the AP exams) was forced to discontinue the test in 2009.22 How does 
the U.S. expect to lead the IT economy if so few high school students are motivated to 
learn computer science? Among other strategies, policymakers must overhaul and expand 
computer science education, particularly at the high school level. One simple step would be 
for states to allow computer science courses to count toward the core requirements of math 
or science. Only ten states currently allow computer science courses (if they even exist) to 
fulfill a core math or science requirement. In the other forty states, students must find a 
way to fit computer science classes in to their curriculum as electives.23 Additionally, 
policymakers need to ensure that needed foreign IT talent is able to easily enter and work 
in the United States.24 Without a ready supply of both foreign and domestic talent, the 
pool from which the American IT industry draws its innovations, and from which non-IT 
other firm draw talent to build their IT infrastructure, will run dry. 
 
On the demand side, the federal government and state and local governments need to 
implement and expand policies that spur the digital transformation of the economy. The 
2008 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act’s funding for health IT, broadband and 
smart grid were a move in the right direction. And the Obama Administration’s National 
Broadband Plan lays out a strategy for expanding not only broadband, but also other key 
IT applications.25 But as ITIF has shown, the United States lags in many IT areas, 
including health IT, smart grid, mobile commerce, intelligent transportation systems and 
electronic identification.26 We need not only to develop plans, but also to fully fund and 
implement them.  

Finally, while smart public policies can help expand the digital economy and the high-
paying jobs that go with it, ill-suited public policies, such as overly stringent regulations 
and excessive taxes on broadband, privacy, and e-commerce can have the opposite effect, 
limiting investment and retarding job growth.27 With effective policies that target both 
sides of the IT market, the United States will enjoy sustained leadership in the utilization 
of IT in all industries and the high-paying and fast-growing jobs that come with it. 
Without these policies, that leadership and those jobs are at risk. 
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